[Analysis of satisfactions for services among outpatients and inpatients at the age of equal to or more than 15 years old in Hunan province].
To evaluate the satisfaction of service for outpatient within two weeks and for inpatient service within a year in Hunan Province in 2013 and to analyze the influential factors. Using the data from the First Health Service Survey of Hunan Province, we evaluated the satisfactions for service in outpatients and inpatients based on the listed satisfaction indicators of the Fifth National Health Service Survey questionnaire. Weighted logistic regression was used to examine the influential factors for patients' satisfactions. SURVEYFREQ and SURVEYLOGISTIC procedures in SAS9.2 were used to conduct statistical analysis. The overall satisfaction proportion was 73.85% (95% CI: 68.67%-79.03%) and 66.31% (95% CI: 61.28%-71.34%) for outpatients and inpatients, respectively. After adjusting the location, gender, age and household income, high degree of satisfaction for outpatients was associated with good patience and trust in medical personnel as well as the low medical costs, with the adjusted odds ratios of 3.64, 5.38 and 3.34, respectively; high degree of satisfaction for inpatients was associated with a good attitude from medical personnel to patients' questions, high patients' trust in medical personnel and low medical costs, with the adjusted odds ratios of 2.56, 4.69 and 4.35, respectively. Most of outpatients and inpatients were satisfied with medical services in 2013 in Hunan province. High degree of satisfaction is associated with good attitude from medical personnel to patients' questions, good patience and trust in medical personnel, and low medical costs.